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ABSTRACT: Hydrogel microparticles have been extensively
used in the field of medical diagnostics for detecting targets
ranging from proteins to nucleic acids. However, little is known
about how the shape of hydrogel particles impacts the signal
from a bioassay. In this article, we analyze the flux into porous
hydrogel particles to develop scaling laws for the signal from a
point-of-care bioassay. The signal can be increased by increasing
the ratio of the surface area of the hydrogel particle to the two-
dimensional projected imaging area used for analysis. We show
that adding internal surface area to hydrogel particles increases
the assay signal in a biotin−streptavidin bioassay. We also demonstrate the application of this technique to a protein-based assay
for thyroid-stimulating hormone, reducing the limit of detection of the assay sixfold by changing particle shape. We anticipate
that these strategies can be used broadly to optimize hydrogel-based systems for point-of-care diagnostics.

Hydrogel microparticles have found widespread applica-
tions in biosensing applications.1 Although hydrogels are

typically biologically inert and nonfouling in the presence of
biological materials, they can be functionalized with reactive
molecules to enable their use as capture or release agents for
diagnostic or therapeutic applications. The wide variety of
materials for hydrogels2−4 and of methods of hydrogel
functionalization5−7 has ensured their versatility for a wide
range of applications. These particles vary in size from a few to
hundreds of micrometers8 and the advent of technologies such
as stop-flow lithography (SFL),9 micromolding,10 and 3D
printing11 enable facile control over hydrogel shape and size in
addition to function.
The versatility of hydrogels has previously been utilized to

develop point-of-care (POC) diagnostics12−14 in an effort to
make diagnostic tests more accessible. POC diagnostics enable
diagnosis of disease wherever care is delivered to patients,
including doctor’s clinics, patient bedsides, and in patient’s
homes, facilitating more rapid treatment.15 In contrast, sending
samples to a centralized laboratory results in delays of at least
1−2 h in European countries, typically requiring non-
emergency patients to receive their test results at a later time
or date.16 Incorporating POC testing was previously shown to
reduce mean test turnaround time from 59 to 8 min.17 In
developing countries, POC testing has the potential to increase
test accessibility more drastically, as only an estimated 28% of
the population in Africa has access to advanced health care
facilities.18 Implementing POC testing is particularly important
in regions where centralized laboratories are less prevalent or
in acute conditions where time to diagnosis is critical.19,20

Protein-based assays are extremely important in diagnostics,
with more than 200 different protein targets from serum or
plasma analyzed in clinical laboratories, an estimated 10% of all

proteins known to exist in plasma.21,22 Among immunoassays,
tests for thyroid function are widely utilized, as thyroid diseases
affect around 200 million people worldwide.23 Because of the
function of thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) in regulating
thryroid hormone levels, it is used as a diagnostic marker either
alone or in panels for a wide variety of thyroid disorders.24,25

TSH is typically measured in central laboratories using large-
scale analyzers.26 In countries where centralized laboratories
are less prevalent, this can lead to reduced test availability and
a lack of diagnoses. In India, for example, an estimated 42
million people are suffering from thyroid disease, with more
than 10% of the adult population suffering from hypo-
thyroidism, around one third of whom are undiagnosed.27−29

Although hydrogels have been used extensively and there is
a large body of literature on their formulation and applications,
little is known about the influence of hydrogel shape on
diagnostics. Previously, hydrogel shapes have been used as a
method of enabling multiplexing,30−32 for enhancing cell
capture,33 for increasing cellular uptake,34 and for generating
vasculature in tissue-engineering scaffolds.35 Previous studies
have also analyzed the time-dependent binding of target
molecules in hydrogels for biosensing applications.36,37

However, these studies assumed a specific shape profile for
the hydrogel and did not explore variations. To our knowledge,
no studies have analyzed the impact of hydrogel particle
morphology on bioassay signal. Our study uses poly(ethylene
glycol) microparticles to explore the influence of shape on the
fluorescent signal for point-of-care bioassays.
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We explored methods of improving the limit of detection of
point-of-care bioassays through manipulating the hydrogel
shape. We observed that often, although the three-dimensional
(3D) hydrogels are porous to enable target capture, because of
the relative rates of reaction and diffusion, only the edges of
the hydrogel are utilized for binding.36,38 We determined that
to maximize the fluorescent signal, it is optimal to maximize
both diffusion and reaction rates while decreasing the cross-
sectional area of the hydrogel parallel to the imaging plane to
concentrate the signal in a small area. By calculating the flux of
target into the hydrogel, we were able to obtain estimates of
the final signal per unit imaging area at the end of the bioassay.
To validate our theory, we performed experiments wherein we
used projection lithography to form hydrogel microparticles
with varying surface area and analyzed the resulting signal in
the hydrogel microparticles after labeling a biotin probe with a
fluorescent streptavidin molecule. By using ring structures
instead of disk shapes, we were able to add additional surface
area on the inside of the microparticle, thereby increasing
signal in the bioassay. Finally, we applied the method to reduce
the limit of detection in a protein-based assay for TSH by a
factor of 6. In this study, we achieve a limit of detection of
0.056 μIU/mL, below the 0.1 μIU/mL threshold that
distinguishes between grade 1 and grade 2 hyperthyroidism,39

with a short 15.5 min target incubation, surpassing second-
generation TSH tests.40

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Particle Synthesis. Hydrogel particles were synthesized
using a variation of stop-flow lithography (SFL).6,9 The
precursor solution was formed from a stock monomer solution
consisting of 20% polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEG-DA)
700, 40% polyethylene glycol 200, 5% Darocur 1173

photoinitiator (all from Sigma-Aldrich), and 35% buffer. For
studies with biotinylated probe, 3× Tris-EDTA buffer (30 mM
Tris, 3 mM EDTA) was used (EMD Millipore), while for
antibody incorporation 1× phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
buffer was used (Corning). The stock monomer solution was
diluted 9:1 with probe or antibody solution. The biotinylated
probe consisted of a DNA strand (sequence: 5′ ATA GCA
GAT CAG CAG CCA GA 3′) with an Acrydite modification
on the 5′ end and a biotin group on the 3′ end (Integrated
DNA Technologies). This probe was used in concentrations of
10, 5, 0.5, or 0.05 μM in the prepolymer solution. For
antibody-functionalized particles, anti-TSH 10-T25C antibody
was purchased from Fitzgerald (Acton, MA) and conjugated to
an acrylate group as described below for covalent incorpo-
ration into the hydrogels. The antibody was used at 0.4 mg/
mL in the monomer solution. The final monomer solution was
vortexed for 30 s before addition to a microfluidic chamber.
Microfluidic channels 150 μm tall and 450 μm wide were

constructed of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). PDMS was
mixed in a 10:1 ratio of base to curing agent and poured over a
silicon wafer mold created from SU-8 photoresist. The mixture
was allowed to rest for 45 min to remove bubbles and then
placed in a 65 °C oven overnight. To construct microfluidic
channels, a small drop of PDMS was sheared between two
glass coverslips to create a thin layer. The coverslips were then
partially cured for 18 min at 65 °C and then removed from the
oven, and a PDMS channel from the silicon wafer mold was
placed on top of the slide. The curing process was completed
overnight at 65 °C.
Hydrogel particles were formed through a variant of SFL6,9

on a Zeiss Axio Observer microscope as shown in Figure 1A. A
mylar mask (Fineline Imaging) was placed in the field stop of
the microscope and UV light from a UV LED (M365L2-C4,

Figure 1. (A) Fabrication of hydrogel particles using projection lithography in a microfluidic channel. The particles were polymerized using UV
light shining through a photomask placed in the field stop of the microscope. (B) Labeling assay with streptavidin−phycoerythrin. A DNA probe
with a biotin molecule was covalently incorporated into the hydrogel particles during polymerization. The biotin reacted with streptavidin−
phycoerythrin (SAPE) during a 15 min incubation at 21.5 °C. (C) Fluorescent image of disk particles and ring particles with 60 μm inner radius
showing particle uniformity after reaction with SAPE. Scale bar is 100 μm. (D) Sandwich assay protocol for antibody assay for protein detection.
Capture antibody was immobilized within the hydrogel during polymerization. The gels were then incubated with the target antigen for 15.5 min at
21.5 °C. After washing, the particles were labeled by incubation with a fluorophore-conjugated detection antibody for 5 min at 21.5 °C.
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ThorLabs) illuminated the monomer mixture for 100 ms in the
microfluidic channel through a UV filter set (11000v2, Chroma
Technology) using a 20× objective. To maximize the number
of particles per batch of antibody, after polymerization, rather
than flushing the channel with fluid, the channel was moved to
a different region to enable the formation of additional
particles. The particles were subsequently flushed from the
channel and washed five times. For biotinylated particles, the
particles were washed and resuspended in 1× Tris-EDTA
buffer with 0.05% Tween-20 (1× TET buffer) and for
antibody-functionalized particles, the particles were washed
and resuspended in PBS with 0.1% Tween-20 (PBST buffer).
Antibody Functionalization. Capture antibodies from

Fitzgerald (Acton, MA) were washed three times in PBS using
centrifugal filters from EMD Millipore. The antibody
concentration was measured using a NanoDrop 2000
spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and adjusted to 7.14
mg/mL in the final reaction mixture, which also contained 1.67
mM NHS-PEG-Acrylate (Creative PEGworks) in PBS. After a
1 h incubation at room temperature on a tube rotator (MX-
RD-E, SCILOGEX), Tris-HCl solution was added from a 100
mM stock to bring the final concentration to 16.6 mM to
quench the reaction. After the reaction was quenched for 30
min at room temperature on the rotating mixer, the antibody
was washed four times in PBS for 5 min at 14 000g. The final
antibody concentration was adjusted to 10 mg/mL in PBS.
Hydrogel Optimization. For initial Damköhler number

and shape studies, a simplified system using the reaction of
streptavidin−phycoerythrin (SAPE) with biotinylated particles
was utilized, as described in Figure 1B. Particles were added to
an Eppendorf tube and the buffer was removed down to 5 μL.
Then 50 μL of 50 μg/L SAPE was added to each tube. SAPE
was purchased from Life Technologies and diluted in 1× TET
buffer. The Eppendorf tubes were incubated on a thermosh-
aker (MultiTherm Shaker, Thomas Scientific) at 21.5 °C for
15 min, then washed three times with 500 μL 1× TET buffer
by vortexing followed by a 2 min centrifugation step. The
particles were then placed on a glass coverslip and imaged
through a 20× objective on a Zeiss Axio Observer A1
microscope using a broad spectrum LED (X-CITE 120LED,
Excelitas Technologies) as a fluorescence source and a XF101-
2 filter set from Omega Optical. Images were acquired using
Andor SOLIS software and an Andor Clara CCD camera. In
most cases, five particles were analyzed for each condition,
except when fewer particles were found after the bioassay, in
which case fewer particles were analyzed. In all cases, at least
three particles were analyzed for each data point. After
imaging, the images were cropped with ImageJ (National
Institutes of Health)41 and the fluorescent signal was analyzed
using custom Matlab scripts. A fluorescent image of particles
after a bioassay is shown in Figure 1C.
Detection of Thyroid-Stimulating Hormone. For

detection of thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH), ∼10
particles per assay condition were added to an Eppendorf
tube. The assay protocol is illustrated in Figure 1D. After
removal of the buffer down to 5 μL, 50 μL of TSH standard
(from Monobind TSH Accubind ELISA kit) were added. PBS
was used as a negative control. Tween-20 (10%, 0.5 μL) was
then added to prevent particles from sticking together or to the
edges of the tube. The particles were incubated with the TSH
target for 15.5 min on a thermoshaker (MultiTherm Shaker,
Thomas Scientific) at 1500 rpm and 21.5 °C. Immediately
after the target incubation, 500 μL of PBST was added and the

particles were centrifuged for 2 min. After removal of the
supernatant, the particles were washed two times by addition
of 500 μL of PBST, vortexing for 2 min, and centrifugation for
2 min. It was observed that longer vortexing periods could
reduce the fluorescent accumulation in the negative sample
(data not shown), but to minimize assay time, a 2 min
vortexing step was used.
After rinsing, the supernatant was removed down to 5 μL,

and 50 μL of detection antibody was added at a final
concentration of 10 μg/mL. The detection antibody was
purchased from Biospacific (Anti-TSH 5409 SPTNE-5) and
labeled with Dyomics DY647P4 NHS ester as described below.
The particles were incubated with the labeling antibody for 5
min on the thermoshaker at 1500 rpm and 21.5 °C. After the
incubation, 500 μL of PBST with 1% polyethylene glycol MW
400 (PBST−PEG) was added and the particles were
centrifuged for 2 min. The particles were then rinsed three
times in PBST−PEG and once in PBS before resuspension in
PBST for imaging. The particles were then imaged as described
previously, using a filter cube set from Semrock consisting of a
FF660-Di01 filter (dichroic), a FF01-628/40 filter (exitation),
and a FF01-692/40 filter (emission). The images were cropped
and the wheel particle images were aligned in ImageJ and then
analyzed with custom Matlab scripts.
The DY647P4 NHS ester was suspended in DMSO at 10

mg/mL for long-term storage at −20 °C. The antibody was
buffer-exchanged into PBS using filter columns. After buffer
exchange, the concentration was measured using a NanoDrop
spectrophotometer and adjusted to 4 mg/mL using PBS. The
conjugation reaction proceeded in a buffer containing 2.7 mg/
mL antibody, 68.5 mM sodium bicarbonate in PBS, and 0.73
mg/mL DY647P4 NHS ester, with the remaining volume
made up with PBS. The reaction proceeded for 1 h at room
temperature on a tube rotator. After completion of the
reaction, the antibody was washed six times in PBS using a
filter column and the concentration was adjusted to 1.7 mg/
mL using PBS.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analytical Modeling of Bioassay Signal. In this study

we sought to optimize hydrogel performance for point-of-care
bioassays by maximizing assay signal. Hydrogels have been
used extensively for bioassay applications because of their
nonfouling nature and the ability to covalently incorporate
biomolecules for sensing applications.1,42 For point-of-care
(POC) diagnostics, the timing of the assay becomes critical
and slow kinetics cannot be circumvented by long incubation
times. For this reason, detailed understanding and optimization
of the hydrogel is crucial for POC applications. During a
hydrogel-based bioassay, target molecules diffuse into the
hydrogel and react with immobilized probe molecules,
resulting in a reaction-diffusion process. Previously, reaction-
diffusion mechanisms in hydrogels have been studied for long
time scale incubations for both protein and nucleic acid
assays.36,37 For the case of POC diagnostics, the key
consideration is maximizing the signal obtained from short
target incubation times, as FDA-approved POC technologies
take from 30 s to 1 h.43 Typically, these assays operate in a
regime where the target concentration in solution is not
significantly reduced over the assay time scales (calculations in
Supporting Information).
We can estimate the signal from a bioassay by considering a

hydrogel particle in a well-mixed tube. The goal of any POC
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bioassay is to maximize the signal from the target captured
within the hydrogel over the short assay time, which is related
to the flux of target into the hydrogel, J. The flux can be
described by Fick’s law,44 where Dgel is the diffusivity of the
target in the hydrogel matrix and T is the target concentration:

= − ∇J D Tgel (1)

Many bioassays are performed under conditions where the
rate of reaction within the hydrogel is much faster than the rate
of diffusion.36,38 The ratio of these rates is known as the

Damköhler number (Da)44 (Da= k P L
D
a 0

2

gel
). ka represents the

forward rate constant, P0 the initial probe concentration, and L
the distance from the center of the particle to the edge. Under
conditions with high Da, where the reaction is much faster
than diffusion, the target reacts with embedded probe before
reaching the center of the hydrogel, and the binding is
confined to a region around the edges of the hydrogelthe so-
called boundary layer. This process is illustrated in Figure 2A.
Under these conditions, the target concentration within the
hydrogel quickly decays to zero, and the flux can be
approximated by eq 2, where δ is the boundary layer thickness
and Ts,0 is the target concentration at the edge of the hydrogel:

δ
∼J D

T
gel

s,0

(2)

For reaction-diffusion mechanisms with high Da, the target
never reaches the center of the particle and the boundary layer
thickness is dependent on the relative rates of reaction and
diffusion: δ ∼ −Da L1/2 .44 Substituting this equation into eq 2,
we obtain

∼J D k P Tgel
1/2

a
1/2

0
1/2

s,0 (3)

At high Da, the flux into the particle is independent of the
particle size. However, at low Da (Da≪ 1), the full hydrogel is
utilized for the reaction and the concentration in the center of
the hydrogel is nonzero, Tcenter, resulting in an estimated flux of

∼
−

J D
T T

Lgel
s,0 center

(4)

In a comparison of eq 2 and eq 4, the flux into a particle at
high Da will always be higher than the flux into a particle at

low Da since δ is less than L. To maximize hydrogel signal,
then a higher Da is preferred.
So far we have concerned ourselves with 1D flux

approximations, but ultimately, we are concerned with the
amount of target bound at the end of the bioassay, as measured
by the signal. Bioassays often use a fluorescent signal per unit
imaging area as a quantification metric, taking a 2D image of
the 3D particle, as shown in Figure 2B. Da values were
calculated assuming a 10% incorporation of biotinylated probe
into the hydrogel,36 a forward rate constant of 105 M−1 s−1

(measured in the Supporting Information), a diffusivity of 5.66
× 10−11 m2/s (previously measured in the hydrogels for a
fluorescently labeled antibody45), and a radius of 100 μm. At
high Da, the average signal is higher, but the capture is
concentrated around the edges of the hydrogel particle, as is
shown in Figure 2C.
Assuming a constant flux, and that the assay operates at high

Da, the signal per unit imaging area can be calculated by
multiplying the flux by the external surface area of the particle
and the time, to obtain the total amount of target in the
hydrogel:

∼ =Jt D P k T t
Signal

Area
Area
Area

Area
Areaimaging

surface

imaging

surface

imaging
gel
1/2

0
1/2

a
1/2

s,0

(5)

To verify eq 5, we used cylindrical particles and varied the
probe concentration from 5 to 500 nM in the hydrogel while
keeping the shape of the hydrogel and the rest of the hydrogel
composition constant. The resulting signal in the hydrogel
particles is plotted against the square root of the probe
concentration in Figure 3. Probe concentrations in the
hydrogel were calculated by assuming a 10% incorporation
rate from the monomer concentration.36 The plot of signal
versus P0

1/2 is expected to be linear at Damköhler numbers >1,
since eq 5 was developed by assuming the presence of a
boundary layer in the flux calculation. At low Da, the flux is
expected to decrease because of a nonzero target concentration
in the center of the hydrogel, resulting in a lower measured
signal than predicted by eq 5 and a deviation from linearity.
However, we observe a linear signal decrease down to the
lowest probe concentrations, equivalent to Da = 0.09,
suggesting that at this Damköhler number the flux has not
decreased substantially below the value predicted by eq 3.

Figure 2. Signal variation within the hydrogel is dependent on the Damköhler number (Da). (A) Schematic representing reaction of target with
immobilized probe within particle. At high Damköhler number (Da), the signal is localized around the edges of the hydrogel, while at low Da the
signal is nearly uniform throughout the gel. (B) Imaging of 3D hydrogels, resulting in a 2D projection of the 3D signal profile. The images show
actual biotinylated particles at various Da, thresholded to different values to illustrate the boundary layer profile. Scale bar is 100 μm. (C) Signal
profile of biotinylated hydrogels at various Da after reaction with streptavidin−phycoerythrin for 15 min. The graph shows the radially averaged
signal in the hydrogels, normalized to the center of the disk. Each trace is the average of five particles. Da was modified by changing the probe
concentration in the hydrogels.
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On the basis of eq 5, we can determine the parameters that
influence the measured bioassay signal. Typically, the target
concentration and the incubation time are set by required assay
parameters, placing them outside of the researcher’s control.
To increase the signal, it is advantageous to increase the target
diffusivity, the initial probe concentration, the reaction rate,
and the ratio of the surface area to the imaging area.
Depending on the specific target, ka is usually set by the
choice of target−probe pair, giving little control over that
parameter. P0 and Dgel can be influenced by manipulating the
hydrogel prepolymer mixture, but often these are already
optimized to a large extent during assay development. They are
also sometimes coupled, making them difficult to control. For
example, increasing the pore size of the hydrogel can result in
higher diffusivity but lower probe incorporation.36,46 As a
result, changing the ratio of the surface area to the imaging area
is the easiest way to influence assay signal. This parameter
varies depending on the shape of the hydrogel. In a sphere, for
example, the surface area is 4πR2 and the imaging area is πR2,
resulting in a ratio of surface area to imaging area that is
independent of the size of the particle. However, with particles
with more complex shapes such that the height is independent
of the planar imaging area, there is an opportunity to tune the
surface area to imaging area ratio to increase the signal. In a
cylinder imaged through the planar surface as in Figure 2B, for
example, the surface area to imaging area ratio is

= +π π
π
+ ( )2 1R RH
R

H
R

2 22

2 . We can therefore increase the signal

by increasing the ratio of the height to the radius of the
cylindrical particle (demonstrated in Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information).
So far, we have considered nonoverlapping boundary layers

in the theoretical analysis. As the hydrogel particle size is
decreased, however, the boundary layers will come closer
together, until they eventually overlap when the distance from
the center of the particle to the edge is smaller than the
boundary layer. It is of interest to know what happens to the
flux during this scenario. To determine that, we must develop a
model for the way the signal varies within the hydrogel. For
simplicity, we begin with a 1D cylindrical system.

For the general case, the system can be described by species
conservation equations, where [T] is the target concentration,
[P] is the probe concentration, [TP] is the concentration of
the target−probe complex, t represents time, Dgel is the
diffusivity of the target in the hydrogel, and ka is the forward
reaction rate. For a typical bioassay, the forward reaction rate is
much faster than the reverse reaction rate (typical antibody KD
values are at least 10−7 s−1),47 so the reverse reaction is
neglected for the model. In addition, typically, the probe
concentration is in great excess of the target (P0 ∼ 1 μM, Ts,0 ∼
10−10 M), leading to a nearly constant probe concentration
during the short assay time ([P] ≈ P0).

∂[ ]
∂

= ∇ [ ] − [ ][ ]T
t

D T k P Tgel
2

a (6)

This equation can be nondimensionalized by using ̂ =r r
R
,

̂ =T T
Ts,0
, and τ = t

k P
1

a 0

. For point-of-care bioassays, the target

concentration is typically not significantly depleted during the
assay, but the assay is longer than the characteristic reaction or
diffusion time, leading to a pseudosteady target concentration
within the hydrogel and resulting in the following non-

dimensionalized equation, where =Da k P R
DR
a 0

2

gel
:

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz=

̂
∂
∂ ̂

̂∂
̂

∂ ̂
− ̂

r r
r

T
r

Da T0
1

R
(7)

With this assumption, the 1D system can be solved for the
target concentration as a function of position, using the
boundary conditions

̂ ̂ = =T r( 1) 1 (8)

̂
̂

̂ = =T
r

r
d
d

( 0) 0
(9)

The solution to these equations for the target concentration
in the hydrogel uses modified Bessel functions:

̂ =
̂

T
I Da r
I Da

( )

( )
0 R

1/2

0 R
1/2

(10)

Ultimately, we are interested in the signal per unit imaging
area, which we can calculate from the flux into the hydrogel.
To find the flux into the radial face of the hydrogel, we can
differentiate the dimensional version of eq 10 with respect to r,
to calculate the 1D flux.

= ∂
∂

=
( )

J D
T
r

D
I r Da

I Da R
T

( )

Da
R

gel gel

1 R
1/2

0 R
1/2 s,0

R
1/2

(11)

We evaluated the flux at the boundary where r = R to
calculate the expected signal per unit imaging area:

π
π

∼ =
RHtJ
R

HtD
I Da Da

I Da R
T

Signal
Area

2
2

( )

( )imaging
2 gel

1 R
1/2

R
1/2

0 R
1/2 2 s,0

(12)

Equation 12 shows that as the radius decreases, the signal
per unit imaging area increases, even in the case of overlapping
boundary layers, although at very small values of DaR, there is
diminishing signal increase from further reduction of the
radius. A plot of this equation can be viewed as Figure S3 in

Figure 3. Mean background-subtracted signal increases with probe
concentration in the hydrogel. The initial probe concentration was
varied experimentally from 5 to 500 nM to change the flux into the
particle. The line is a linear least-squares fit to the data. Each point is
the mean of 3−4 particles and error bars represent standard
deviations.
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the Supporting Information. The plot illustrates that this
diminishing increase in signal occurs around DaR ∼ 0.1. We
also verified that the trend of increasing signal with decreasing
radius holds in the 3D case using COMSOL Multiphysics in
the Supporting Information (Figure S3). To maximize the
signal measured from a bioassay, it is therefore advantageous to
decrease the cross-sectional area of the particle, down to at
least Da = 0.1. We also verified this point experimentally by
creating hydrogel posts with overlapping boundary layers
(Figure S4). Because imaging particles with height larger than
the diameter can prove challenging because of particle
toppling, in the following sections we explore more complex
shapes that reduce the imaging area of the particle while still
maintaining a large outer radius.
Experimentally Manipulating Hydrogel Imaging

Area. We sought to apply our knowledge of flux into the
hydrogels to increase signal from a bioassay by decreasing the
imaging area of hydrogel particles relative to the surface area.
Technologies such as stop-flow lithography enable facile
manipulation of particle shape and can provide a simple
route to increase signal in POC bioassays. We began with
cylindrical particles and increased fluorescent signal by adding
internal features to create 3D extruded rings. This added an
additional boundary layer on the inside of the ring, increasing
the surface area to imaging area ratio. Images of these particles
are shown in Figure 4A. These particles had a constant outer
radius of 100 μm and an inner radius varying from 0 to 80 μm.
To assess the relative fluorescence of each of the shapes, the
radially averaged signal was plotted as a function of the radial
distance (Figure 4B). To facilitate comparison, this signal was
normalized to the inner signal in the disk particles and was
plotted for the entire particle, including the region in the
center of the rings. As the inner radius is increased, the
boundary layers on the inner and outer ring surface begin to
overlap, increasing the average signal within the particle. We
then analyzed average signal within the particle. We predicted
that some signal increase could be obtained by improved image
processing through analyzing only the region on the edge of
the disk particles since doing so increases the effective ratio of
surface area to imaging area during the image analysis step. For
example, for a cylinder imaged through one face, the ratio of

the surface area to imaging area is +( )2 1 H
R

. By eliminating

the center of the cylinder from the analysis and analyzing only

a ring around the outside of the cylindrical particle, we found

that the ratio increases to
i

k
jjjjjj

y

{
zzzzzz+

−
2 1 H

R r
R

inner
2 , where R is the outer

radius of the cylinder and rinner is the radius of the inner circle
eliminated from the analysis. By constructing particles of more
complex shapes, such as 3D extruded rings, however, we can
add an additional boundary layer around the inside of the ring,
increasing the surface area to imaging area ratio to

+ −( )2 1 H
R rinner

. The analysis method for the disk particles is

shown in Figure 4C. The disks were analyzed both using the
full area and by analyzing a ring-shaped region around the
edges of the disk, neglecting the center. The results are plotted
in Figure 4D, comparing the ring and disk shapes. Focusing the
analysis on the outer regions of the disk-shaped particles
results in a small improvement to the overall signal as the inner
radius is increased from 0 μm (disk) to 80 μm. However, a
much greater improvement in mean signal can be obtained by
creating ring particles, adding an internal boundary layer. The
rings with 80 μm inner radius show a more than twofold
increase in mean signal above the signal in the disk particles.
We observed occasional breakage of the 80 μm inner radius
rings during the bioassay, so we did not fabricate rings with
larger inner radii because of issues with structural integrity.
However, we added additional inner features in the following
section that could enable fabrication of thinner structures.

Application to Detection of TSH. We anticipated that
increased signal in a bioassay would translate to reduced limit
of detection (LOD), so we applied our strategy for increasing
signal to POC detection of thyroid-stimulating hormone
(TSH), an ∼30 kDa serum protein. We used a sandwich
assay format to detect TSH, capturing TSH from solution on
immobilized capture antibodies within the hydrogel in the first
step and labeling with a fluorescent detection antibody in the
second step. Because the concentration of labeling protein can
be increased during the assay to reduce incubation times, we
focused on optimization of the target capture step. To do this,
we created “wheel” particles with 20 μm feature thickness. We
adopted the wheel motif because of observations that the rings
with 80 μm inner radius often deformed during imaging or
broke during the bioassay. By adding in the cross bars, we
increased the rigidity of the particles.

Figure 4. Adding internal boundary layers increases average signal within the hydrogels. (A) Fluorescent images of biotinylated hydrogel disk
particles and rings with 40, 60, and 80 μm inner radii after reaction with 50 μg/L streptavidin−phycoerythrin. Scale bar is 100 μm. (B) Radially
averaged signal in ring and disk particles, normalized to the signal in the center of the disk, plotted as a function of the radial distance. To obtain an
accurate representation of the signal in the center, the signal in the inner 10 μm of the disk was averaged. Each line represents the average of five
particles. (C) Analysis of disk particles. Either the full shape of the disk was analyzed or the analysis region was restricted to a ring shape of varying
inner radius. (D) Comparison of signal between disk particles and ring particles. The disk particles were analyzed either by considering the full area
or by eliminating a circle of the given inner radius in the center of the disk. Each bar represents five particles and error bars represent standard
deviations.
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By using these wheel particles for detection of TSH, we both
increased the fluorescent signal during the bioassay and
decreased the limit of detection. Figure 5 shows calibration
curves for the TSH assay. We constructed a calibration curve
for TSH using disk particles (Figure 5A). The limit of
detection was calculated as the point where the net signal was
3 times the noise (defined as the standard deviation of the
control sample). The mean net signal refers to the difference
between the background-subtracted signal and the back-
ground-subtracted signal of the control particles. We
anticipated that some signal increase could be obtained by
improved analysis methods and only utilizing the signal at the
edges of the hydrogel for analysis. Reducing the analysis region
to a ring with inner radius of 80 μm and outer radius of 100
μm improves the limit of detection slightly, from 0.35 to 0.21
μIU/mL. However, we anticipated that greater improvements
in limit of detection could be achieved by adding internal
surface area. For the “wheel” particles, the resulting limit of
detection was 0.056 μIU/mL, a sixfold reduction in LOD
(Figure 5B). In addition to improved signal in the wheel
particles, we anticipate that the reduced diffusion length scale
also improves washing in the particles, contributing to the
LOD improvement. We observed that the standard deviation
of the control particles was lower for the wheel particles than
the disk particles by about a factor of 2, which we attribute to
better washing. We also note that the signal in the particles has
a splotchy appearance, which we attribute to antibody phase
separation and can be improved by using monomer
compositions with reduced PEG content (Figure S5).

■ CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a method of increasing signal for point-of-
care bioassays by increasing the ratio of the surface area to the
imaging area in hydrogel microparticles. By changing the
particle shape, we added an additional boundary layer on the
inside of the particle and increased the mean signal within the
hydrogel. We derived equations to estimate the signal after a
bioassay from the flux of target into the hydrogel that can
provide guidelines for hydrogel shape design and we applied
those guidelines to increase assay signal from a model biotin−
streptavidin assay. Finally, we applied this technique to an
assay for thyroid-stimulating hormone, resulting in a sixfold
decrease in the assay limit of detection, simply through

increasing the surface area relative to the imaging area. We
anticipate that this strategy could be applied to many types of
POC bioassays, enabling LOD reductions through changing
particle shape, without needing to modify other assay
parameters. This is particularly advantageous since often the
researcher has limited control over the other parameters for
POC bioassays.
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